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Windows 11 + Surface 
is the perfect choice

Empower your modern 

workforce with the best 

of Microsoft

We’re all trying to do more with less. Your time—and your co-workers’ time—is 

valuable. Explore how Windows 11 on Surface brings a fresh experience with 

new, fast, and efficient ways to get things done. Explore the top three reasons 

Windows 11 on Surface is the busy IT team’s perfect choice for devices.

1 Delight co-workers with a simpler-to-use operating system

49%
fewer helpdesk 

incidents1

1 A Business Value White Paper, commissioned by Microsoft September 

2022 | Doc. #US49453722

Windows 11 guides employees through moving their files, applications, and preferences to their new 

devices, helping them feel instantly at home. Surface hardware is designed to optimize Windows 

accessibility features, reducing friction and helping more employees feel at home with their device.

2 Rest assured with robust security

20%
reduction in risk of 

a successful 

security attack2

2 Commissioned study delivered by Forrester Consulting, “The Total Economic Impact™ Of Windows 11 Pro Devices,” 
December 2022. Note, quantified benefits reflect results over three years combined into a single composite 

organization that generates $1 billion in annual revenue, has 2,000 employees, refreshes hardware on a four-year cycle, 

and migrates the entirety of its workforce to Windows 11 devices. 

Out-of-the-box protection spanning hardware, operating system, application, identity, and cloud 

layers help secure sensitive data and fight evolving cyberthreats. Whether employees are in the 

office, hybrid, or on the frontlines, Surface devices, powered by either 12 th Generation Intel® Core™ 

processors built on the Intel® Evo™ platform, or featuring the latest generation Microsoft 

SQ3® processor, powered by Qualcomm Snapdragon, offer enhanced protection.

3 Enable powerful performance and features

From 9–5 
(and beyond)

all-day 

batteries3

3 Battery life varies significantly based on device configuration, usage, network and 

feature configuration, signal strength, settings, and

other factors.  See aka.ms/SurfaceBatteryPerformance for details.

While Surface provides the powerful silicon needed to get the job done, Windows 11 provides the 

tools to harness it. From productivity apps to AI-powered search, co-workers can get tasks done 

faster with hardware designed to work harmoniously with software.

Simplify life 

with Windows 11 

on Surface

Contact your sales 

representative

Discover flexible, versatile 

devices to handle hybrid work.
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